Sacred Heart university will increase tuition for full-time day students $100 per semester effective for the 1973 fall term, but also will increase student aid funds to assist currently enrolled students, Pres. Robert Kidera announced Feb. 23 in a letter to students and their parents.

Corresponding increases in part-time evening and summer course tuition will become effective at this time. Specific fees will be announced later.

Mr. Kidera's statement said that "during the past two years the cost of operating Sacred Heart university has continued to rise, due primarily to the need to increase salaries of the faculty and staff and to cover general increases in utilities and other operating expenses. "As a result, the Board of Trustees has decided that an increase in tuition must be made, if the University is to maintain its sound financial status and continue the quality of its instruction and services.

"Effective with the 1973 fall term, tuition for full-time day students will be increased $100 per semester, from $275 to $375, for a total of $100 per year. The student activities fee of $8 per semester will be continued at its present rate.

"We recognize that in some cases this increase may be beyond the means of some individuals, consequently, the Trustees have voted to increase student aid funds for next year so that a currently enrolled student will be forced to drop out next year because of this increase."

"Mr. Alvin Clinkscales, Dean of Student Financial Aid, should be contacted immediately so that proper application can be made for such aid next fall.

Charter Week Presentations

Charter Week, sponsored by Dean R. Waters, will be the first New England showing of Benton Spruance's work. We felt that art is a growing part of the greater culture of Sacred Heart University. This will be the second major art showing we have had here and it will be very exciting.

Also planned will be a Film Series which will feature three movies by Arthur Penn. Those will include "Bonnie and Clyde," "Little Big Man," and the ever popular "Alice's Restaurant."

Perhaps the event which will prove most popular of all is the Charter Week Dinner. As Mr. Burkhart put it, "We have had an excellent response from both those members within the school community and outside the school."

Perhaps the event which will prove most popular of all is the Charter Week Dinner. As Mr. Burkhart put it, "We have had an excellent response from both those members within the school community and outside the school."

"By the time this story goes to press, we will have sold more than fifty tickets just to students alone. The response has been tremendous. People have taken all of the tables!"

Those who have been invited to the Charter Week Dinner, which will be held at 7 p.m. on March 14, will have quite a time. Keynote speaker will be Governor Thomas Jennex of Connecticut. Mr. Burkhart did not speculate on what the governor will say, but added "Really have problems. Kelly must get well. She and only she can do that with our help. Please support the Kelly June Fund and GIVE."

In summing up the coming week's activities, Mr. Burkhart felt that those people who had answered a plea for help on Kelly had an accident there and was hospitalized with concussion, sprained back and a contusion of the left arm. She was then fired from St. Joseph's and has required hospitalization three times since January 6. She was in Park City Hospital the night Kelly June was admitted.

Kelly June Pavlik is seven years old, and has been confined to a bed in Park City Hospital since January 6. She has been there long enough to total a bill of $2,000. The family has no insurance and no means to pay this bill. The don't own their home, they rent. The entire family is living on the children's social security checks. Kelly has been transferred to Shrinner Burn Institute in Boston for treatment.

Mr. and Mrs. Pavlik are awaiting the decision of the surgeons to begin skin grafting on Kelly.

The Associate Brothers have had a booth set up in the North Wing Corridor where they collected money for Kelly. They also had a penny candy sale in which they grossed $166. A bake sale was held March 1 in the cafe by all four campus societies.

The proceeds went to the Kelly June fund. They are presently sponsoring a Raffle for a portable television for the benefit of Kelly. The raffle will continue until March 30.

As we squander through each day with such "pressing" problems, we act as if we carry the weight of the world on our shoulders. Perhaps we should take a look at others who "really" have problems. Kelly must get well and we can only do that with our help. Please support the Kelly June Fund and GIVE.

King's Pavlik

Kelly Pavlik

March 14, 1973 will be an exciting day for the SHU Community. It will be the tenth anniversary of the incorporation of Sacred Heart University was granted its charter. This is, of course, a proud moment for all of us here at SHU, and a big, week-long celebration has been planned. The activities will begin Thursday, March 8 and run through Sunday, March 18. To get a pre-celebration glimpse of what is being planned, I talked to Mr. Joseph Burkhart, Director of Development at SHU, who is lead coordinator for the upcoming events.

Another lecture will be given by the famous author Vance Packard on March 12th. His topic, "Is the American Family Doomed?!?" will be followed by a panel discussion featuring area authorities and is open to the public.

Music will also play a big part in Charter Week as two concerts will be performed. One will be a Glee Club Concert on March 11, and the other a Chamber Concert on the 18th. Also, Cabaret, which has become quite a critical success, will be presenting the "funky" "Godspell" for drama and theater enthusiasts.

Possibilities for the next 5 Years Reception following in Student Center.
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Letters to the Editor

Doldrum Versus Opportunity
To the Editor:

In reply to the letter to the editor in last issue where Obelisk entitled "Doldrum"—I must hope that the co-authors of this letter are not majoring in English majors. In composing any piece of writing, it is very important to know who one is talking to, and in what way one is talking to them. The point which I learned from none of our contributors is that: 'You can't BACK UP YOUR STATE­MENTS!!'

I stated in the aforementioned letter was "Teachers drag themselves into classrooms as if it's too much trouble for them." I feel sorry for these two students, for they must have received as professors the drags of the teaching profession. What can the teachers at SHU be enthusiastic about their course material and their students. Granted, as in most any situation, one will find non-interested people. But this is a minority, not a majority. These teachers are staff who have "wheedled out" screened. Believe it or not, the school—administrators, faculty, workers, etc.—is here and is willing to give one the education and assistance needed for the students—not a screw job; and if school is "thought of as being a pain in the ass", why bother coming to college? Learn a trade for God's sake! No one is making you come here—if you are in college you must be of a certain maturity (notice I didn't say age—for those two in necessary correlate) where you can decide for yourself.

Mentioned in that ridiculous letter is that a teacher should "make a boring class more interesting." Entering with a pessimistic attitude like that, starting a class "knowing" it will be a bore is hardly the at­titude to have.

Around final exam time, students are often given by their teachers a course review and evaluation sheets. If these sheets are completed, the instructor can and should pick them up in the office. Or for what matter to that's asking a student to write out his own evaluation, (possibly as a letter?) and submitting it? If a student has a problem concerning a course or a teacher there are plenty of people to whom he can air his troubles, i.e., heads of departments, counselors (that's what they're there for), and even other teachers can be very helpful. When students don't take the initiative when ample oppor­tunities are given, they are simply hurting themselves.

"Get Together"

To the Editor:

This might seem insignificant, but even small things are worth considering. Would it be too much to have some water pressure in the Library drinking fountains? It is sometimes unnecessary to have water but it is necessary to have water. What is the need for all that noise and commotion in the Library? To have running hot water installed in the Library's main floor men's room? This would be a pleasurable luxury.

"Ride Him, Cowboy"

To the Editor:

Who is this guy called Meskill? I thought we were getting some celebrity for Charter Week. When students don't take the initiative to find out what he is talking about, 2nd, not even get him to "gee" and give him a smart enough to neck rein. This is the year one can smart enough to neck rein. Says in this movie, "Nope." Nope. That's about all he ever says in this movie, "Nope." I wonder if he is talking about his horse. His sad-looking horse; always hungry; shakes him in the saddle with his uneasy gait. Nice marked horse, though. Just needs more to eat. Some fresh corn—or some educational oats. Can't afford that. So—some old fodder and whatever patch of green he can catch on the campus will have to do. Pretty shame, that new oats and corn would spark up his husk eyes. Might even straighten out his gait, too. Could even get him smart enough to neck rein. Those jerks on the bridle keep his mouth raw and gives him a mean neck.

Just the right "lurin" might even get him to "lurin" and "haw" just by voice commands.

That's it, Duke Meskill, tell us all about your horse.

Not qualified with horses either?

Obelisk Needs Help

Guess we'll have to settle for the same old horse s—

Little John

"Thought of as being a pain in the ass"—is here and is vicious, unrelenting, and always has remained unresolved. The Five Year Plan, which the Senate is involved in, is highly idealistic. The recommendations and goals set forth in this plan will, no doubt, be revised and reexamined by Senate legislation over a period of years. The state of affairs within the Senate now, however, seems to indicate some fundamental problem in the body's structure. Senate meetings are exercises in legalistic maneuvering, but not much more.

With Charter Week and the celebration of our tenth anniversary approach, great hopes are directed towards a rerepresentation within the Senate is called for. The ratio of students to administration and faculty in the Senate is an insult to students and a democratic system. Perhaps the size of the Senate should be reexamined. The night school wants representation in the Senate. Will they just add to the present confusion? What we need is a stronger, efficient, and REPRESENTATIVE Senate the year ahead. The data rate things are going on now should be the problem immediately.

The SHU senate is a tripartite body which was established to legislate laws governing all members of this academic community. There are various committees in which the individual members work and, with other members of the committee, forward resolutions concerning the action to be taken on a specific problem which has arisen on the campus. Of late, the Senate has been made self-sufficient and has remained unresolved. The Five Year Plan, which the Senate is involved in forming, is highly idealistic. The recommendations and goals set forth in this plan will, no doubt, be revised and reexamined by Senate legislation over a period of years. The state of affairs within the Senate now, however, seems to indicate some fundamental problem in the body's structure. Senate meetings are exercises in legalistic maneuvering, but not much more.

With Charter Week and the celebration of our tenth anniversary approach, great hopes are directed towards a rerepresentation within the Senate is called for. The ratio of students to administration and faculty in the Senate is an insult to students and a democratic system. Perhaps the size of the Senate should be reexamined. The night school wants representation in the Senate. Will they just add to the present confusion? What we need is a stronger, efficient, and REPRESENTATIVE Senate the year ahead. The data rate things are going on now should be the problem immediately.

Have you ever tried putting on make-up or combing your hair in the dark? Or when you have to "Shall" to find there are no supplies? Or when washing your hands with no soap and with little "soap" there is? Which do you look forward to skipping merrily over, or which do you look forward to the streaming of the water? What do you little matrons do all day, sip tea or coffee, in that little room in the library?

I don't imagine the guys in this university have it any better. What about the heating or rather the lack of heating that we (and I mean we students) are forced to bear up under. It's nice to know that in just less than two months the "heat will come on."

Have you ever done anything about these problems and others? How about the drinking fountains? It is rather the lack of heating that we (and I mean we students) are forced to bear up under. It's nice to know that in just less than two months the "heat will come on."

Anonymous

Charter Week

(from continued page 1)

worked hard and long should be appreciated and rewarded. Many people are working behind the scenes, and the students themselves are given their time and efforts to making sure that our Charter Week is a success.

Although the names of these people will not appear as frequently as we have, the OBELISK feels that people such as: Dot Paine, J. Anger, M. Barlow, Mr. Fletcher, Dick Mastolph, Ed Perdue, John Galiani, Ralph C. Spinach, and the Ycusins society deserve a round of ap­plause for themselves and the people who have helped to plan and carry out the highlights of the year.
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Pioneers Bow 85-66

There are some games where no matter what you try fails, and that was the case in the Sacred Heart-Jersey City game. It was the first action for the Pioneers in almost two weeks, and the long layoff had a devastating effect. Coach J. Donald Feeley tried several combinations of players in an attempt to spark the team, but his efforts were thwarted. There were a few occasions where the team showed signs of life, like when they had a one point lead at two instances, but outside of that it was just not their night.

Ray Vyazs managed to score a game-high 36 points despite being double-teamed throughout the contest. He was followed by Jim Kelly with 15 points and Dennis Burke who hit for 10. Jersey City, now 14-4 for the season, were paced by Steve Schindler, Rick Schober, and Joe Celentano with 16, 18, and 13 points respectfully. It was an overall team effort on their part as eight out of their ten players figured in the scoring.

The Gohtics took an early 2-0 lead and increased it to 6-2 before Mike Eiring hit on a three point play to make it 6-5. It remained close with SHU taking the lead for the first time at 13:31 by a score of 11-10, and again at 16:00 by a 17-16 count. The visitor's shook loose to build up a lead of 29-28 with 2:13 left in the half, and at intermission it was 29-23. Jim Kelly scored the first four points in the second half to make it 39-33 and it looked as though we were on the move. Dennis Burke made it 41-36 and Kelly scored again to make it 43-37. We were staying right with them at this point, but it proved to be the closest we would get throughout the rest of the ballgame. The Gohtics quickly made it 49-37 and then it was 49-47 with just fourteen minutes left. Jim continued to increase their lead and it got as many as 21 points at 64-43 with 8:22 left in the game. The end couldn't come quick enough and when it did we were on the short end of the 85-66 score.

Knights Drop Pioneers

There is a first time for everything, as the saying goes, and so it was as the Purple Knights of the University of Bridgeport defeated Sacred Heart for the first time in regular season play. Played at the Harvey Hubbell gym on the UB campus before a capacity crowd of over 2,000 fans, the game was a nip and tuck battle except for the last five minutes.

Bridgeport placed three players in double figures to lead their balanced attack with freshman Lee Hollerbach the high man with 20 points. Phil Vaughan garnered 13 points and senior Bill Callan chipped in 12 markers. Reserve Wayne Stokes added 8 points to the cause and Mark Walsh chipped in 7 more.

The turning point of the game was early in the second half when Ray Vyazs fouled out with 15:10 left on the clock. SHU fought hard to make up for his loss and their efforts kept the game close for over eleven minutes. UB took the lead for keeps when Bill Rayder scored a shot on a shot from the top of the key to make it 49-48 with 5:25 left to play. The Knights went on to widen their lead to as many as ten points when Ray scored on a driving one-hander with 4:11 left to go. SHU tried to come back but they could only cut the margin by one point and when the buzzer sounded UB was on top by the 66-57 score.

The Knights of coach Bruce Webster thus extended their winning streak to ten games and took a giant step closer to the NCAA regional tournament with a record of 14-10. Sacred Heart, which had been vying with UB for the same tourney bid, slipped to a ledger reading 14-16 for the year.

SHU Tops Pace

The Sacred Heart basketball team got back on the winning track as they defeated Pace College by a score of 55-49 in a second-half comeback. Ray Vyazs was almost entirely responsible for the victory as he scored 12 of the last 14 points for SHU. They represented half of his game-high 26 points and they came in the last nine minutes of play. Jim Kelly finished up with 13 points and Dennis Burke added 8 to the cause.

The Pioneers were still shook up from the loss to Jersey City just two nights previous, and they turned the ball over on several occasions. This resulted in Pace building up a 5 point lead which they held at intermission by a 32-27 count.

SHU didn't come to life until late in the second-half, and it was with 8:16 left in the game that Ray started scoring spurt as he tied the game at 43-43. Neither team scored for two minutes after that until Ray did to give us a 45-43 lead. Pace went out in front 45-43 just a short while later. Ray went to work again and he scored on a three point play to make it 48-46 SHU.

Dave Gardner of Pace came up with a three pointer of his own to give them their last lead of 49-48. Ray made it 50-48 at 3:16 to put us out in front for keeps. He then hit on a field goal and a foul shot, sandwiched around two foul shots by Gene Del Guidice, to make the final read 55-49.

Football at SHU? That's right. A measure to establish a Club Football team has been passed by Student Government and is now in the hands of president Kidera. If approved, it will take some time to organize a team, but you can look for one in the not too distant future. Funding is the big stumbling block of course, but there are ways to raise money. Fairfield U. and the University of New Haven both have teams, and they could provide two good rivalries. More later on the subject.

 Formal practice for this year's baseball team has started, and the players are hard at work getting into shape. They are practicing in the gym until the weather gets warmer. The first game is against Bridgeport on the first Monday of April at 3:00 PM. SHU, is in charge of a program which is my opinion that we should let the best players to participate in a basketball series against the touring Russian team during April 23-May 11. It's as though the NCAA didn't want to win. We will now have to play with second rate teams instead of our best ones, and probably will be shown up on our own territory. It is my opinion that we should let our best players and teams to participate in the series so that we can avenge the loss we suffered to the Russians in last summer's Munich Olympics. Maybe I should say the theft of America shouldn't have to play against second rate teams instead of our best ones, and probably will be shown up on our own territory.

WANT TO GET TICKETS TO SPORTING EVENTS AT A DISCOUNT OR HAVE A NATURAL SPORTS FIGURE AT A CONVOCAION
COME TO THE FIRST MEETING OF THE NEW SHU SPORTS CLUB TUESDAY MARCH 6, AT 11:00 ROOM S 101